TTI Success Insights

DISC Profile
The world’s #1 behavioural assessment, taken by millions of people every year and
estimated to be in use by 75% of Fortune 500 companies.

WHAT IS DISC?
DISC explores: HOW do we prefer to behave and
communicate?
The DISC model is a four-factor model that helps people
understand and appreciate their own behavioural style, the
style of others, and how to adapt their style to suit a situation
or person.
The 4 core DISC behaviours measured are:
◆ Dominance - Our response to problems & challenges.

The
Multi-Science Advantage
For more than 20 years TTI Success Insights has
pioneered the concept of “multi-science” assessment;
that is, combining multiple models to produce more
predictive, accurate and useful feedback. The multiscience assessments that incorporate DISC include:

◆ Influence - Our response to people & contact.

◆ Talent Insights

◆ Steadiness - Our response to pace & consistency.

◆ Behavioural Intelligence

 ompliance - Our response to procedures & constraints.
◆C
As the company that literally wrote the textbook on DISC
and created the first computerised DISC assessment, the TTI
Success Insights DISC profile is recognised as the most userfriendly and well-researched DISC profile available anywhere
in the world.

◆ TriMetrix EQ
◆ TriMetrix ACI
◆ TriMetrix DNA
◆ TriMetrix HD

DISC is the world’s #1 behavioural assessment, taken by millions
of people every year and estimated to be in use by 75% of
Fortune 500 companies. DISC is a very simple yet powerful
four-quadrant framework used to articulate the common ways
that all human beings tend to behave and communicate.
The TTI Success Insights DISC profile is available in a number
of versions specifically designed for different applications.
Our suite includes reports designed for use in recruitment
and selection as well as more comprehensive coaching and
development reports.

Important Note - Unlike some of the more primitive DISC models, our DISC reports provide feedback on all four behavioural
factors to truly capture how we are unique at a behavioural level and avoid pigeonholing people.
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DISC Profile
DISC: Assessment Snapshot
Name

DISC Profile
4 Core Behaviours
(Dominance, Influence, Steadiness, Compliance)

Measures

Pages

(Coaching version)

Personal Questionnaire
Job Questionnaire
(To Produce a Job Benchmark)

12 Behavioural Tendencies
(Analysis of Data, Competitiveness, Consistency, Customer Relations, Following Policy, Follow Up and
Follow Through, Frequent Change, Frequent Interaction with Others, Organised Workplace, People
Oriented, Urgency, Versatility)

25
Style Insights (Behaviours)
(24 Items, Rank 4 Choices Per Item, Approx. 10 Minutes to Complete)

Workplace Behaviours

(40 Likert-type Scale Items, Approx. 10 Minutes to Complete)v

DISC: Report Versions
Recruitment/Selection

Coaching

Team/Comparison

Interviewing Insights
Workplace Behaviours (Job Profile)

Management-Staff
Sales
Executive
Team Building

Behavioural Team Report
Other:
Personal Relationships

DISC: Common Applications
COMMON USES
Recruitment

Development

Management

Personal

Selection/Interviewing
Job Benchmarking
Induction

Leadership Development
Communication
Team Effectiveness
Sales Development
Customer Service
Coaching/Mentoring
Conflict Resolution

Change Management
Employee Engagement
Performance Management
Strategic Planning
Competency Modelling
Workforce Transition
Outplacement
Succession Planning

Personal Effectiveness
Family Relationships
Marriage Counselling
Career Planning

Sciences Explored in this Profile:

DISC is a single-science assessment that only explores behaviour. Some of the other areas of human performance the
TTISI suite explores include:

Behaviour

Competencies

Emotional Intelligence

DISC Profile

Assessment

Assessment

Motivation

Acumen/Decision Making

HOW we behave and communicate

Assessment

WHY we move into action

Assessment

Workplace Motivators
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WHICH competencies we have
mastered and to what level
TTI DNA

WHAT personal talents we have
at our disposal

Assessment

Hartman Value Profile

DO we actively apply the principles
of emotional intelligence
TTI Emotional Quotient

Multi-Science
Talent Insights, Behavioural Intelligence,
TriMetrix EQ, TriMetrix ACI, TriMetrix DNA,
TriMetrix HD
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TTI Success Insights

Motivators Profile
The most powerful motivation comes from within — from our core values.

WHAT IS MOTIVATORS?
Motivators explores: WHY do we move into action?
The Motivators model is a six-factor model that helps people
understand and appreciate their own personal motivators
and the motivators of others. With this understanding,
people are better positioned to influence, motivate, manage
and positively engage themselves and others.
The 6 core motivators measured are:
◆ Theoretical - A drive for knowledge and learning.
◆ Utilitarian - A drive for practicality, value and ROI.

The
Multi-Science Advantage
For more than 20 years TTI Success Insights has
pioneered the concept of “multi-science” assessment;
that is, combining multiple models to produce more
predictive, accurate and useful feedback. The multiscience assessments that incorporate Motivators
include:

◆ Aesthetic - A drive for beauty and creative expression.

◆ Talent Insights

◆ Social - A drive for compassion and helping others.

◆ TriMetrix EQ

◆ Individualistic - A drive for power and status.

◆ TriMetrix ACI

◆ Traditional - A drive for order and a system for living.
The most powerful motivation comes from within — from
our core values. Yet, very few people can articulate their own
values or are aware that all values can be traced back to half
a dozen primary “motivators”. Our primary motivators help
determine what gives us joy, happiness, energy and purpose
— at work and in life. The Motivators assessment provides
us with a model to better understand and unlock the power
behind these personal motivators.

◆ TriMetrix DNA
◆ TriMetrix HD

Motivators are also the source of conflict and dissatisfaction
when they are violated or ignored. When it comes to business
partnerships, just as it does with dating and falling in love,
people can overcome basic behavioural differences, but
values are the thing that will make or break a relationship.

Important Note - Most assessment companies can only offer behavioural-based feedback. The Motivators profile helps you
move beyond behaviour to explore the science of motivation.
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Motivators Profile
MOTIVATORS: Assessment Snapshot
Name

Motivators
6 Core Motivators
(Theoretical, Utilitarian, Aesthetic, Social, Individualistic, Traditional)

Measures

12 Driving Forces
(Intellectual, Instinctive, Resourceful, Selfless, Harmonious, Objective, Altruistic, Intentional,
Commanding, Collaborative, Principled, Receptive)

Pages

14

(Coaching version)

Motivation Insights

Personal Questionnaire

(12 Items, Rank 6 Choices Per Item, Approx. 10 Minutes to Complete)

Job Questionnaire

Jobs Energising People

(42 Likert-type Scale Items, Approx. 10 Minutes to Complete)

(To Produce a Job Benchmark)

MOTIVATORS: Report Versions
Recruitment/Selection

Coaching

Team/Comparison

Jobs Energising People (Job Profile)

Workplace Motivators

Motivators Team Report

MOTIVATORS: Common Applications
COMMON USES
Recruitment

Development

Management

Personal

Selection/Interviewing
Job Benchmarking
Induction

Leadership Development
Communication
Team Effectiveness
Sales Development
Customer Service
Coaching/Mentoring
Conflict Resolution

Change Management
Employee Engagement
Performance Management
Strategic Planning
Competency Modelling
Workforce Transition
Outplacement
Succession Planning

Personal Effectiveness
Family Relationships
Marriage Counselling
Career Planning

Sciences Explored in this Profile:

Motivators is a single-science assessment that only explores motivation. Some of the other areas of human performance
the TTISI suite explores include:

Behaviour

Competencies

Emotional Intelligence

DISC Profile

Assessment

Assessment

Motivation

Acumen/Decision Making

HOW we behave and communicate

Assessment

WHY we move into action

Assessment

Workplace Motivators
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WHICH competencies we have
mastered and to what level
TTI DNA

WHAT personal talents we have
at our disposal

Assessment

Hartman Value Profile

DO we actively apply the principles
of emotional intelligence
TTI Emotional Quotient

Multi-Science
Talent Insights, Behavioural Intelligence,
TriMetrix EQ, TriMetrix ACI, TriMetrix DNA,
TriMetrix HD
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TTI Success Insights

TTI Emotional Quotient
TTI EQ provides a simple yet powerful model designed to help people understand and
apply the core principles of emotional intelligence.

WHAT IS EQ?
TTI EQ explores the question: DO we actively apply the
principles of emotional intelligence?
Based on the original Goleman model, TTI EQ provides a
simple model for people to understand and develop their
emotional intelligence. Descriptions of the five core EQ
factors measured by the TTI EQ are as follows:

◆◆ Self-Awareness - How actively we take our emotional
temperature.
◆◆ Self-Regulation - How actively we manage our
emotional states in a positive manner.
◆◆ Motivation - How actively we use our emotional
energy to move us closer to our goals.
◆◆ Empathy - How actively we use our emotional energy
to move us closer to our goals.
◆◆ Social Skills - How actively we manage the emotional

The
Multi-Science Advantage
For more than 20 years TTI Success Insights has
pioneered the concept of “multi-science” assessment,
that is, combining multiple models to produce more
predictive, accurate and useful feedback. The multiscience assessments that incorporate EQ include:
◆ Behavioural Intelligence
◆ TriMetrix EQ

states of others.

Emotional intelligence (EI) is considered to be one of the
most desirable characteristics in business. It is often argued
that EI is more important to an individual’s performance than
his or her IQ. One study found that individuals with high
emotional intelligence were 40% to 122% more effective in
positions involving influencing, managing, negotiating and/
or serving others.
Research suggests that people who have developed and apply
the principles of emotional intelligence tend to enjoy greater
mental and physical health, increased job performance, more
productive relationships, and a host of other benefits.

Important Note - Most assessment companies can only offer behavioural-based feedback. The TTI EQ profile helps you move
beyond behaviour to explore the science of emotional intelligence.
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TTI Emotional Quotient
TTI EQ: Assessment Snapshot
Name
Measures
Pages

(Coaching version)

Personal Questionnaire
Job Questionnaire
(To Produce a Job Benchmark)

TTI Emotional Quotient (TTI EQ)
5 Core Principles of Emotional Intelligence

(Self-Awareness, Self-Regulation, Motivation, Empathy, Social Skills)

13
TTI Emotional Intelligence Questionnaire

(57 Likert-type Scale Items, Approx. 15 Minutes to Complete)

N/A

TTI EQ: Report Versions
Recruitment/Selection

Coaching

Team/Comparison

N/A

TTI Emotional Quotient

N/A

TTI EQ: Common Applications
COMMON USES
Recruitment

Development

Management

Personal

N/A

Leadership Development
Communication
Team Effectiveness
Sales Development
Customer Service
Coaching/Mentoring
Conflict Resolution

Change Management
Employee Engagement
Performance Management
Strategic Planning
Competency Modelling
Workforce Transition
Outplacement
Succession Planning

Personal Effectiveness
Family Relationships
Marriage Counselling
Career Planning

Sciences Explored in this Profile:

TTI EQ is a single-science assessment that only explores emotional intelligence. Some of the other areas of human
performance the TTISI suite explores include:

Behaviour

Competencies

Emotional Intelligence

DISC Profile

Assessment

Assessment

Motivation

Acumen/Decision Making

HOW we behave and communicate

Assessment

WHY we move into action

Assessment

Workplace Motivators
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WHICH competencies we have
mastered and to what level
TTI DNA

WHAT personal talents we have
at our disposal

Assessment

Hartman Value Profile

DO we actively apply the principles
of emotional intelligence
TTI Emotional Quotient

Multi-Science
Talent Insights, Behavioural Intelligence,
TriMetrix EQ, TriMetrix ACI, TriMetrix DNA,
TriMetrix HD
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TTI Success Insights

Talent Insights
A multi-science report integrating Behaviours and Motivators...

WHAT IS TALENT INSIGHTS?
The Talent Insights series is a set of reports combining two
sciences of performance, helping you to understand people in
two key areas of performance:
◆H
 OW we behave and communicate — using the worldfamous DISC assessment
◆W
 HY we move into action — using the simple yet powerful
Motivators assessment

The Talent Insights reports provide feedback across three
sections: Behaviours, Motivators, as well as an integrated
section combining Behavioural and Motivational feedback.
With our powerful report-writing algorithms we are able to
provide reports that make your selection, development and
management initiatives more impactful.
As our understanding of people and how they differ grows,
so too must our assessment methodologies. When using a
traditional single-dimensional assessment, we can miss (or
have to assume) so much about what makes a person who they
are. With a multi-science assessment, such as Talent Insights,
we are able to make finer distinctions between individuals and
understand how to help them be most productive.

The Multi-Science Advantage
TTI Success Insights was the first company in the world to offer multi-science assessments. Because our tools are designed
by the same team of researchers and delivered on the same platform, we are able to provide a seamless transition between
tools. This not only means our tools are better quality and more user-friendly, but it’s a key point of difference between us
and companies that sell low-grade tests to anyone for the lowest price.

In Selection:

In Development:

In Management:

More Predictive - Research proves
that, thanks to having more data
points, our assessments are more
accurate at predicting success.

Greater Self-Awareness - Multi-science
assessments provide deeper awareness
in more areas than traditional (singlescience) assessment tools.

Tailor Management Style - A refined
understanding of individuals means
you can tailor your management
approach to suit each team member.

Better Job Fit - With a deeper
understanding, we can place the right
people in the right jobs, the first time.

Layered Approach - Multi-science
assessments allow you to build from
one set of characteristics to the next.

Build Deeper Rapport - The greater
the understanding of an individual,
the easier it becomes to connect.

Streamline Recruitment - Cut down
time spent in the recruitment process
with people who don’t fit your role.
Identify red and green flags up front.

Targeted Development - Multi-science
assessments highlight strengths and
limitations more clearly, meaning you
can target the things that really matter.

Drive Engagement - Engaging people
is about looking at the full picture of
talents, skills, values and behaviours
that creates emotional commitment.
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Talent Insights

TTI Success Insights

Talent Insights: Assessment Snapshot
Name

Talent Insights
4 Core Behaviours

Measures

(Dominance, Influence, Steadiness, Compliance)

6 Core Motivators

(Theoretical, Utilitarian, Aesthetic, Social, Individualistic, Traditional)

Pages (Coaching version)

45
Style Insights (Behaviours)

Personal Questionnaire

(24 Items, Rank 4 Choices Per Item, Approx. 10 Minutes to Complete)

Motivation Insights (Motivators)

(12 Items, Rank 6 Choices Per Item, Approx. 10 Minutes to Complete)

Job Questionnaire
(To Produce a
Job Benchmark)

Workplace Behaviours
(40 Likert-type Scale Items, Approx. 10 Minutes to Complete)

Jobs Energising People

(42 Likert-type Scale Items, Approx. 10 Minutes to Complete)

Talent Insights: Report Versions
Recruitment/Selection

Coaching

Team/Comparison

Talent Insights - Talent
Talent Insights - Job (Job Profile)
Talent Insights - Job (Multi-Respondent)

Management-Staff
Sales
Executive

Talent Insights - Gap (Candidate/Job)
Talent Insights - Comparison (5 Candidates)
Behaviours Team Report
Motivators Team Report

Talent Insights: Common Applications
COMMON USES
Recruitment

Development

Management

Personal

Selection/Interviewing
Job Benchmarking
Induction

Leadership Development
Communication
Team Effectiveness
Sales Development
Customer Service
Coaching/Mentoring
Conflict Resolution

Change Management
Employee Engagement
Performance Management
Strategic Planning
Competency Modelling
Workforce Transition
Outplacement
Succession Planning

Personal Effectiveness
Family Relationships
Marriage Counselling
Career Planning

Behaviour

Competencies
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Emotional
Intelligence

Motivation

Acumen/
Decision Making
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TTI Success Insights

TriMetrix EQ
A multi-science report integrating Behaviours, Motivators and EQ…

WHAT IS TRIMETRIX EQ?
TriMetrix EQ combines three sciences of performance, helping
you to understand people in three key areas of performance:
◆H
 OW we behave and communicate — using the worldfamous DISC assessment
◆W
 HY we move into action — using the simple yet powerful
Motivators assessment
◆D
 O we actively apply the principles of emotional intelligence
— using the TTI EQ assessment

The Multi-Science Advantage

The TriMetrix EQ reports provide feedback across five sections:
Behaviours, Motivators, Emotional Intelligence, as well as two
integrated sections. The first integrated section combines
Behavioural and Motivational feedback and the second
combines feedback from all three areas. This layered approach
provides a fantastic framework for people to understand and
become more active in applying the principles of emotional
intelligence.
As our understanding of people and how they differ grows,
so too must our assessment methodologies. When using a
traditional single-dimensional assessment, we can miss (or
have to assume) so much about what makes a person who
they are. With a multi-science assessment, such as TriMetrix
EQ, we are able to make finer distinctions between individuals
and understand how to help them be most productive.

TTI Success Insights was the first company in the world to offer multi-science assessments. Because our tools are designed
by the same team of researchers and delivered on the same platform, we are able to provide a seamless transition between
tools. This not only means our tools are better quality and more user-friendly, but it’s a key point of difference between us
and companies that sell low-grade tests to anyone for the lowest price.

In Selection:

In Development:

In Management:

More Predictive - Research proves
that, thanks to having more data
points, our assessments are more
accurate at predicting success.

Greater Self-Awareness - Multi-science
assessments provide deeper awareness
in more areas than traditional (singlescience) assessment tools.

Tailor Management Style - A refined
understanding of individuals means
you can tailor your management
approach to suit each team member.

Better Job Fit - With a deeper
understanding, we can place the right
people in the right jobs, the first time.

Layered Approach - Multi-science
assessments allow you to build from
one set of characteristics to the next.

Build Deeper Rapport - The greater
the understanding of an individual,
the easier it becomes to connect.

Streamline Recruitment - Cut down
time spent in the recruitment process
with people who don’t fit your role.
Identify red and green flags up front.

Targeted Development - Multi-science
assessments highlight strengths and
limitations more clearly, meaning you
can target the things that really matter.

Drive Engagement - Engaging people
is about looking at the full picture of
talents, skills, values and behaviours
that creates emotional commitment.
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TriMetrix EQ

TTI Success Insights

TriMetrix EQ: Assessment Snapshot
Name

TriMetrix EQ
4 Core Behaviours
(Dominance, Influence, Steadiness, Compliance)

Measures

6 Core Motivators
(Theoretical, Utilitarian, Aesthetic, Social, Individualistic, Traditional)

5 Core Principles of Emotional Intelligence
(Self-Awareness, Self-Regulation, Motivation, Empathy, Social Skills)

Pages (Coaching version)

57
Style Insights (Behaviours)
(24 Items, Rank 4 Choices Per Item, Approx. 10 Minutes to Complete)

Personal Questionnaire

Motivation Insights (Motivators)

(12 Items, Rank 6 Choices Per Item, Approx. 10 Minutes to Complete)

TTI Emotional Intelligence Questionnaire

(57 Likert-type Scale Items, Approx. 15 Minutes to Complete)

Job Questionnaire
(To Produce a
Job Benchmark)

N/A

TriMetrix EQ: Report Versions
Recruitment/Selection

Coaching

Team/Comparison

N/A

Management-Staff
Sales
Executive

N/A

TriMetrix EQ: Common Applications
COMMON USES
Recruitment

Development

Management

Personal

N/A

Leadership Development
Communication
Team Effectiveness
Sales Development
Customer Service
Coaching/Mentoring
Conflict Resolution

Change Management
Employee Engagement
Performance Management
Strategic Planning
Competency Modelling
Workforce Transition
Outplacement
Succession Planning

Personal Effectiveness
Family Relationships
Marriage Counselling
Career Planning

Behaviour

Competencies
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TTI Success Insights

Behavioural Intelligence
A multi-science report integrating Behaviours and EQ…

WHAT IS BEHAVIOURAL
INTELLIGENCE?
Behavioural Intelligence combines two sciences of
performance, helping you to understand people in two key
areas of performance:
◆H
 OW we behave and communicate — using the worldfamous DISC assessment
◆D
 O we actively apply the principles of emotional intelligence
— using the TTI EQ assessment

The Multi-Science Advantage

The Behavioural Intelligence reports provide feedback across
two sections: Behaviours and Emotional Intelligence. With
this unique and powerful blend, your emotional intelligence
development activities will be well supported by researchbased, validated and — most importantly — easy-to-apply
assessments.
As our understanding of people and how they differ grows,
so too must our assessment methodologies. When using a
traditional single-dimensional assessment, we can miss (or
have to assume) so much about what makes a person who
they are. With a multi-science assessment, such as Behavioural
Intelligence, we are able to make finer distinctions between
individuals and understand how to help them be most
productive.

TTI Success Insights was the first company in the world to offer multi-science assessments. Because our tools are designed
by the same team of researchers and delivered on the same platform, we are able to provide a seamless transition between
tools. This not only means our tools are better quality and more user-friendly, but it’s a key point of difference between us
and companies that sell low-grade tests to anyone for the lowestprice.

In Selection:

In Development:

In Management:

More Predictive - Research proves
that, thanks to having more data
points, our assessments are more
accurate at predicting success.

Greater Self-Awareness - Multi-science
assessments provide deeper awareness
in more areas than traditional (singlescience) assessment tools.

Tailor Management Style - A refined
understanding of individuals means
you can tailor your management
approach to suit each team member.

Better Job Fit - With a deeper
understanding, we can place the right
people in the right jobs, the first time.

Layered Approach - Multi-science
assessments allow you to build from
one set of characteristics to the next.

Build Deeper Rapport - The greater
the understanding of an individual,
the easier it becomes to connect.

Streamline Recruitment - Cut down
time spent in the recruitment process
with people who don’t fit your role.
Identify red and green flags up front.

Targeted Development - Multi-science
assessments highlight strengths and
limitations more clearly, meaning you
can target the things that really matter.

Drive Engagement - Engaging people
is about looking at the full picture of
talents, skills, values and behaviours
that creates emotional commitment.
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Behavioural Intelligence

TTI Success Insights

Behavioural Intelligence: Assessment Snapshot
Name

Behavioural Intelligence
4 Core Behaviours

Measures

(Dominance, Influence, Steadiness, Compliance)

5 Core Principles of Emotional Intelligence
(Self-Awareness, Self-Regulation, Motivation, Empathy, Social Skills)

Pages (Coaching version)

35

Style Insights (Behaviours)

Personal Questionnaire

(24 Items, Rank 4 Choices Per Item, Approx. 10 Minutes to Complete)

TTI Emotional Intelligence Questionnaire

(57 Likert-type Scale Items, Approx. 15 Minutes to Complete)

Job Questionnaire
(To Produce a
Job Benchmark)

N/A

Behavioural Intelligence: Report Versions
Recruitment/Selection

Coaching

Team/Comparison

N/A

Behavioural Intelligence

N/A

Behavioural Intelligence: Common Applications
COMMON USES
Recruitment

Development

Management

Personal

Selection/Interviewing
Job Benchmarking
Induction

Leadership Development
Communication
Team Effectiveness
Sales Development
Customer Service
Coaching/Mentoring
Conflict Resolution

Change Management
Employee Engagement
Performance Management
Strategic Planning
Competency Modelling
Workforce Transition
Outplacement
Succession Planning

Personal Effectiveness
Family Relationships
Marriage Counselling
Career Planning

Behaviour

Competencies
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TTI Success Insights

Employee Engagement
Different people are engaged by different things…

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
Employee engagement concerns the degree of emotional
commitment that an employee has to his or her job and the
organisation as a whole. Engaged employees “go the extra
mile” for their company, their colleagues and their customers,
while disengaged employees do the bare minimum.
Over the last 10 years, engagement has become one of
the hottest buzzwords in business. Research led by Gallup
and many other organisations has found that employee
engagement consistently affects all key performance
outcomes in a business, regardless of the type of organisation
or industry. Profitability, productivity, employee retention and
customer satisfaction are some of the most common benefits
correlated to higher engagement scores.
Most will agree that there are many factors that influence
engagement, since different factors matter more to certain
individuals than others. This is where assessments can help.

Multi-Science Profiles and Engagement
One of the advantages of the TTI Success Insights suite
of tools is that we offer you “multi-science” reports, which
provide integrated feedback. With this multi-dimensional
view, people are able to understand themselves and others at
a much deeper level than when just using a single assessment.
Multi-science reports will do a far better job of improving
engagement than any psychometric test available on the
market that measures one thing in isolation.
Multi-science reports not only provide better-quality
information, and more “aha” moments — they can also be
used throughout the entire employment lifecycle to maximise
your investment.
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Employee Engagement
How the TTI Success Insights tools help enhance employee engagement...
DISC PROFILE in EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
This assessment measures 4 core behavioural tendencies.
Thoughtful and consistent communication is one of the keys to engaging others.
Understanding how people prefer to behave and communicate is a good first step
to understanding how to engage them. The DISC profile can be used to help create
an environment where each team member’s behavioural strengths are given the
opportunity to flourish.

MOTIVATORS PROFILE in EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
This assessment measures 6 core values or motivators.
Motivators play a key role in employee engagement — arguably the most important
role. In the end, how engaged are you going to be if you find that your job doesn’t
allow you to experience what you value most? The idea of using the Motivators
profile is to help leaders understand what conditions each of the six core motivators
respond to best, and how to adapt their leadership style in order to create the right
kind of environment for their team members.

TTI EMOTIONAL QUOTIENT in EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
This assessment measures 5 core dimensions of EI.
Research has shown that a person’s direct manager has the greatest impact on his
or her engagement at work. Therefore, by helping leaders and their teams become
more aware of the principles of emotional intelligence, they will be better equipped
to magnify the factors that lead to greater engagement and minimise the factors
that lead to disengagement.

DNA PROFILE in EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
This assessment measures 23 competencies or soft skills.
The DNA profile is so named because there are 23 soft skills that are the basis
(or building blocks) for performance across many different roles. With an
understanding of these skills, were can ensure that our roles bring out our best.

ACUMEN CAPACITY INDEX in EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
This assessment measures 3 core dimensions of thought.
Everyone’s brain has a unique thought process or model through which we filter
and assess our views of the world. These patterns of thought determine our
acumen: our ability to make good judgements (related to, but different from,
business acumen). Knowing which dimension of thought is strongest will help
leaders understand how to best engage each team member.
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TTI Success Insights

Recruitment & Selection
Assessments provide useful, objective, non-biased information that would otherwise not be
available to the hiring manager…

RECRUITMENT & SELECTION
Recruitment is arguably the most important business function
of all. In our global knowledge economy, the only true source
of competitive advantage lies in recruiting the best talent.
Assessment tools help to identify which candidates have the
best compatibility for a given job as well as the company
culture. The TTI suite of tools can provide the hiring manager
with unbiased information that would otherwise not be
available through conventional interview measures. The
primary purpose of this information is not to make the hiring
decision on behalf of the manager, but to help validate or
challenge the information provided by the candidate on
paper and during the interview process.
Assessments are designed to help provide extra information
to make more informed decisions; not to replace human
judgement.

Multi-Science Profiles and Recruitment
One of the advantages of the TTI Success Insights suite
of tools is that we offer you “multi-science” reports, which
provide integrated feedback. With this multi-dimensional
view, people are able to understand themselves and others at
a much deeper level than when just using a single assessment.
Multi-science reports will do a far better job of selecting
the right candidate for the job than any psychometric test
available on the market that measures one thing in isolation.
Multi-science reports not only provide better-quality
information and more “aha” moments — they can also be
used throughout the entire employment lifecycle to maximise
your investment.
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Recruitment & Selection
How the TTI Success Insights tools help in recruitment & selection...
DISC PROFILE in RECRUITMENT & SELECTION
This assessment measures 4 core behavioural tendencies.
The DISC profile gives the hiring manager additional information about a
candidate’s natural behavioural tendencies for dealing with people and tasks. The
manager is therefore able get a much clearer picture about what they can expect
from the candidate, and how that might contrast with their own management style,
the company culture, the other team members, and the nature of the work itself.

MOTIVATORS PROFILE in RECRUITMENT & SELECTION
This assessment measures 6 core values or motivators.
The Motivators profile gives the hiring manager additional information about a
candidate’s core values so that they can better understand what motivates the
person. Motivation is often described as the most important part of job performance
because without any underlying passion to learn or perform in one’s role, there
is no reason to stay with the company. This profile helps select candidates for
motivational fit.

TTI EMOTIONAL QUOTIENT in RECRUITMENT & SELECTION
This assessment measures 5 core dimensions of EI.
The TTI EQ profile is not recommended for use in recruitment.

DNA PROFILE in RECRUITMENT & SELECTION
This assessment measures 23 competencies or soft skills.
The DNA profile is so named because there are 23 soft skills that are the basis
(or building blocks) for performance across many different roles. The advantage
of the DNA profile is that it allows hiring managers to quickly assess the level
of mastery of a large number of competencies and whether each skill is either
crucial, important, or somewhat important to job performance.

ACUMEN CAPACITY INDEX in RECRUITMENT & SELECTION
This assessment measures 3 core dimensions of thought.
Everyone’s brain has a unique thought process or model through which we filter
and assess our views of the world. These patterns of thought determine our
acumen: our ability to make good judgements (related to, but different from,
business acumen). Understanding our acumen allows us to understand our
natural talents and overall potential.
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TTI Success Insights

Coaching & Mentoring
Assessments are the perfect starting point for building a successful coaching relationship…

COACHING & MENTORING
Assessments can offer a number of benefits in the coaching
relationship. First, they benefit the coach, saving him or her
a significant amount of time and guesswork. The coach is
better able to understand who the client is at an individual
level, flag possible challenges, fast-track the “getting to know
you” phase of the relationship, and can use the tools as a
platform for guiding the discussion around personal and/or
professional goals.
From the coachee’s perspective, assessment tools are
excellent for accelerating self-awareness, revealing blind
spots, exploring one’s strengths and weaknesses, providing
a framework for discussing relationships, exploring career
development, and building a professional development plan.
By using accurate and objective information, the coach is
better equipped to help his or her clients in any situation.

Multi-Science Profiles and Coaching & Mentoring
One of the advantages of the TTI Success Insights suite
of tools is that we offer you “multi-science” reports, which
provide integrated feedback. With this multi-dimensional
view, people are able to understand themselves and others at
a much deeper level than when just using a single assessment.
Multi-science reports will do a far better job of improving the
coaching experience than any psychometric test available on
the market that measures one thing in isolation.
Multi-science reports not only provide better-quality
information and more “aha” moments — they can also be
used throughout the entire employment lifecycle to maximise
your investment.
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Coaching & Mentoring
How the TTI Success Insights tools help in coaching & mentoring...
DISC PROFILE in COACHING & MENTORING
This assessment measures 4 core behavioural tendencies.
The DISC profile provides the coach with detailed information on the individual’s
preferences, strengths, talents, limitations, possible challenges and areas for
improvement. The coach can use this information to help the coachee develop
greater awareness of how to interact with the people around them and make
better-quality decisions for themselves and those they care about.

MOTIVATORS PROFILE in COACHING & MENTORING
This assessment measures 6 core values or motivators.
Our values are not readily apparent and are often very difficult to articulate. A
profile of core values is a crucial step towards self-awareness, helping the coachee
develop an accurate perception of themselves. The Motivators profile is especially
useful as a career coaching tool — to help the coachee understand the type of work
that they will find engaging and fulfilling, as well as the kind of work they will find
demotivating and difficult.

TTI EMOTIONAL QUOTIENT in COACHING & MENTORING
This assessment measures 5 core dimensions of EI.
The EQ assessment is able to highlight the state of the coachee’s emotional
maturity and can help the coach understand which specific areas need targeted
development (within the core 5 framework). Ultimately, the coach can use the
information in the EQ assessment to help the coachee develop greater awareness
of how to interact with the people around them and make better decisions for
themselves — in both career and life.

DNA PROFILE in COACHING & MENTORING
This assessment measures 23 competencies or soft skills.
The DNA profile is so named because there are 23 soft skills that are the basis
(or building blocks) for performance across many different roles. Individuals
sometimes have blind spots and may need help in accurately assessing their
competence. Coaching with the DNA profile allows you to create a training and
development plan targeting the skills that are most important for success in any
given role.

ACUMEN CAPACITY INDEX in COACHING & MENTORING
This assessment measures 3 core dimensions of thought.
Everyone’s brain has a unique thought process or model through which we filter
and assess our views of the world. These patterns of thought determine our
acumen: our ability to make good judgements (related to, but different from,
business acumen). Understanding our acumen allows us to understand our
natural talents and overall potential.
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TTI Success Insights

Sales Training
Becoming more skilled at selling means becoming more skilled at understanding and
adapting to different types of people…

SALES TRAINING
Sales are the lifeblood of every organisation, without which
it cannot survive. Companies that seek a competitive edge
must continuously be improving the skills of their sales force.
How competent its salespeople are at initiating and retaining
customer relationships is a decisive factor in the success of
the enterprise as a whole.
There are all types of sales situations, ranging from
simple over-the-counter retail transactions to large team
presentations of complex solutions. The sale can be anything
from a product or service, to the presentation of an idea. In
reality, although people may not like to admit to it, everyone
is a salesperson. Everyone is selling something every day and
would therefore benefit from using assessments to improve
their ability to relate to different types of customers.
Assessments can be used in many different ways to help
improve communication, trust and rapport between people.

Multi-Science Profiles and Sales Training
One of the advantages of the TTI Success Insights suite
of tools is that we offer you “multi-science” reports, which
provide integrated feedback. With this multi-dimensional
view, people are able to understand themselves and others at
a much deeper level than when just using a single assessment.
Multi-science reports will do a far better job of improving the
skills of a sales force than any psychometric test available on
the market that measures one thing in isolation.
Multi-science reports not only provide better-quality
information and more “aha” moments — they can also be
used throughout the entire employment lifecycle to maximise
your investment.
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Sales Training
How the TTI Success Insights tools help in sales training...
DISC PROFILE in SALES TRAINING
This assessment measures 4 core behavioural tendencies.
People tend to like and trust those who are similar to them. The most effective
way to gain the commitment and cooperation of others is to “get into their world”
and “blend” with their behavioural style. DISC helps a sales force by helping them
understand their natural approach to the sales process and how to adapt their
approach to different prospects.

MOTIVATORS PROFILE in SALES TRAINING
This assessment measures 6 core values or motivators.
Underlying every sale is a motivating reason to buy. If we understand what the
customer values (what they care about), we will be better positioned to understand
his or her motivations to buy. Once we are able to understand their motivations, we
will be better able to meet their expectations, create pleasant experiences, build
trust, and win more business.

TTI EMOTIONAL QUOTIENT in SALES TRAINING
This assessment measures 5 core dimensions of EI.
EQ is at the very heart of the sales process. People are said to buy on the basis
of emotional reasons, which they justify with logic. Behind every purchase is an
emotional need (for example, more confidence, less stress, more happiness). EQ
helps a sales force by helping them understand how to tap into the power of
emotion in order to meet the customer’s wants and needs.

DNA PROFILE in SALES TRAINING
This assessment measures 23 competencies or soft skills.
Sales effectiveness relies on a combination of many interrelated skills. Some of
these skills are interpersonal, which include things like Persuasion, Presenting, and
Negotiation, while others are more introspective such as Self-Management and
Goal Orientation. Identifying the level of mastery of these sorts of competencies
allows salespeople and their managers to target their professional development.

ACUMEN CAPACITY INDEX in SALES TRAINING
This assessment measures 3 core dimensions of thought.
Everyone’s brain has a unique thought process or model through which we filter
and assess our views of the world. These patterns of thought determine our
acumen: our ability to make good judgements (related to, but different from,
business acumen). Understanding our acumen allows us to understand our
natural talents and overall potential.
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Team Building
A team that understands itself — the natural strengths, limits, skills and preferences of its
individual team members — is better prepared for any situation.

TEAM BUILDING
The hardest skills in business (and life) are working with
other people because everyone has different beliefs and a
different view of how work should be done. Organisations
that rely on teams to accomplish objectives need to ensure
that team members are functioning in high-trust, low-friction
environments. Personality conflicts are a common part of
group dynamics that can interfere with productivity, but are
often preventable when people have a better understanding
of what makes their colleagues tick.
For this reason, it helps to use assessment tools to help team
members understand each other’s work preferences.
The TTI assessments are just as useful to teams who have
formed recently as they are to teams that have worked
together for long periods.

Multi-Science Profiles and Team Building
One of the advantages of the TTI Success Insights suite
of tools is that we offer you “multi-science” reports, which
provide integrated feedback. With this multi-dimensional
view, people are able to understand themselves and others at
a much deeper level than when just using a single assessment.
Multi-science reports will do a far better job of helping teams
work together more effectively than any psychometric test
available on the market that measures one thing in isolation.
Multi-science reports not only provide better-quality
information and more “aha” moments — they can also be
used throughout the entire employment lifecycle to maximise
your investment.
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Team Building
How the TTI Success Insights tools help in team building...
DISC PROFILE in TEAM BUILDING
This assessment measures 4 core behavioural tendencies.
DISC is one of the world’s most popular team-building tools. The most productive
teams understand how each individual member likes to operate: how they prefer to
be communicated to as well as what pushes their buttons. DISC gives people this
language. Having a set of terms to discuss behavioural differences can help a team
understand the inherent strengths and potential areas for conflict that commonly
arise in group situations.

MOTIVATORS PROFILE in TEAM BUILDING
This assessment measures 6 core values or motivators.
A key component of trust between two individuals is the alignment and awareness
of values. There are six primary values (or motivators) that determine the lens
through which we view the world and influence the kinds of ideas, experiences and
people we will tend to favour or avoid. By understanding others’ primary values,
we are able to not only build better relationships, but understand the root cause
of conflict.

TTI EMOTIONAL QUOTIENT in TEAM BUILDING
This assessment measures 5 core dimensions of EI.
Although emotions and feelings may seem trivial from a business point of view,
they have real consequences for getting work done and improving the company’s
bottom line. The most effective teams operate with emotional intelligence. Teams
that understand the principles of EI take an active role in managing their own (and
others’) emotional energy and directing that energy into productive outcomes.

DNA PROFILE in TEAM BUILDING
This assessment measures 23 competencies or soft skills.
The DNA profile is so named because there are 23 soft skills that are the basis (or
building blocks) for performance across many different roles. Identifying the level
of mastery of each of these competencies allows team members to understand
where they should focus their time and attention to best manage their own
professional development.

ACUMEN CAPACITY INDEX in TEAM BUILDING
This assessment measures 3 core dimensions of thought.
Everyone’s brain has a unique thought process or model through which we filter
and assess our views of the world. These patterns of thought determine our
acumen: our ability to make good judgements (related to, but different from,
business acumen). Understanding our acumen allows us to understand our
natural talents and overall potential.
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Leadership Development
Great leaders understand people are different…

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
In modern-day business, both the words “leadership” and
“management” are two terms that emerge in descriptions of
essentially the same competency: achieving results through
others.
Leadership is all about people. It is a skill set that brings into
play many interrelated parts including vision, trust, influence,
character, service, motivation, inspiration, and empowerment,
just to name a few. But in virtually every type of business
environment, leadership depends on the ability of the leader
to understand how to work with the people around them.
The most effective leaders know their team: what makes
them tick, what strengths they possess, how they prefer to
go about their work, and what activities will excite or deflate
them. Leaders who understand the individual make-up of
each and every team member are able to be more effective
in everything they do.

Multi-Science Profiles and Leadership
One of the advantages of the TTI Success Insights suite
of tools is that we offer you “multi-science” reports, which
provide integrated feedback. With this multi-dimensional
view, people are able to understand themselves and others at
a much deeper level than when just using a single assessment.
Multi-science reports will do a far better job of helping to
develop leaders than any psychometric test available on the
market that measures one thing in isolation.
Multi-science reports not only provide better-quality
information and more “aha” moments — they can also be
used throughout the entire employment lifecycle to maximise
your investment.
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Leadership Development
How the TTI Success Insights tools help in leadership development...
DISC PROFILE in LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
This assessment measures 4 core behavioural tendencies.
Leadership concerns the ability to influence others’ behaviour in order to accomplish
an objective. The ability to influence others is greatly enhanced by training on a
behavioural model. DISC is the world’s most popular behavioural tool. One of the
most common applications of DISC is in leadership development training, used as
the basis for improving relationships, trust and communication between managers
and teams.

MOTIVATORS PROFILE in LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
This assessment measures 6 core values or motivators.
Motivation is highly personal. What matters for one person may mean nothing
to her peers. Our personal motivators or values determine what sort of work will
engage us and what will make us unhappy and unproductive. By understanding
their own motivators and those of the people they manage, leaders can understand
the things that inspire trust and commitment, and then tailor their management
strategies to suit individual needs.

TTI EMOTIONAL QUOTIENT in LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
This assessment measures 5 core dimensions of EI.
Becoming more emotionally intelligent is the implied goal of virtually all leadership
training. The TTI Emotional Quotient is used across the globe to help leaders of all
shapes and sizes to become more self-aware, understand potential blind spots in
their leadership style, improve trust and relationships with their team, and to help
them get the most out of themselves and the people they lead.

DNA PROFILE in LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
This assessment measures 23 competencies or soft skills.
The DNA profile is so named because there are 23 soft skills that are the basis (or
building blocks) of performance across many different roles. Identifying the level
of mastery of each of these competencies allows leaders to understand where
they should focus their time and attention to best manage their own professional
development as well as the development of those they manage.

ACUMEN CAPACITY INDEX in LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
This assessment measures 3 core dimensions of thought.
Each of us has a unique thought process or model through which we filter and
assess our views of the world. These patterns of thought determine our acumen:
our ability to make good judgements (related to, but different from, business
acumen). Understanding our natural thought patterns allows us to understand
our natural talents and biases, making us more self-aware and better decision
makers in the process.
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Self-Awareness
Self-awareness is the foundation of success…

SELF-AWARENESS
One of the most discussed qualities of successful and
effective businesspeople is self-awareness. Self-awareness
ultimately means the ability to recognise and understand
one’s own strengths, limitations, preferences, skills, values,
moods and emotions, as well as their effects on others.
In order to be more effective in any area of life, one must
first be aware of the things that are going on internally. This
capacity is essential for making informed decisions about
what you may and may not be able to achieve.
The TTI suite of assessments provides objective, unbiased
information in a wide range of areas, helping people to
develop a greater understanding of their own personal
characteristics. With this information, people are better
positioned to develop and deploy their natural abilities,
minimise the impact of their weaknesses, and ultimately
manage themselves more effectively.

Multi-Science Profiles and Self-Awareness
One of the advantages of the TTI Success Insights suite
of tools is that we offer you “multi-science” reports, which
provide integrated feedback. With this multi-dimensional
view, people are able to understand themselves and others at
a much deeper level than when just using a single assessment.
Multi-science reports will do a far better job of increasing
self-awareness than any psychometric test available on the
market that measures one thing in isolation.
Multi-science reports not only provide better-quality
information and more “aha” moments — they can also be
used throughout the entire employment lifecycle to maximise
your investment.
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Self-Awareness
How the TTI Success Insights tools help enhance self-awareness...
DISC PROFILE in SELF-AWARENESS
This assessment measures 4 core behavioural tendencies.
The DISC profile helps people to recognise and appreciate the common behavioural
tendencies that exist all over the world. Awareness of these basic tendencies is
fundamental to individual, team and customer effectiveness.

MOTIVATORS PROFILE in SELF-AWARENESS
This assessment measures 6 core values or motivators.
The Motivators profile provides people with an understanding of their core values as
well as the values of others in the workplace. Awareness of values helps individuals
understand the type of work that will cause engagement and disengagement, the
sorts of ideas people will tend to favour or avoid, as well as the root cause of
conflict in team and personal relationships.

TTI EMOTIONAL QUOTIENT in SELF-AWARENESS
This assessment measures 5 core dimensions of EI.
The first pillar of emotional intelligence is self-awareness. In order to improve one’s
emotional intelligence, he or she must first be aware of the things that are going
on internally. The EQ profile is specially designed to measure self-awareness and
provide tips on how to improve based on one’s unique score.

DNA PROFILE in SELF-AWARENESS
This assessment measures 23 competencies or soft skills.
The 23 soft skills measured by the DNA profile translate to performance across
many different roles. Awareness of one’s level of mastery of each of these skills
will help individuals understand where they should focus their time and attention
to best manage their professional development.

ACUMEN CAPACITY INDEX in SELF-AWARENESS
This assessment measures 3 core dimensions of thought.
Everyone’s brain has a unique thought process or model through which we filter
and assess our views of the world. These patterns of thought determine our
acumen: our ability to make good judgements (related to, but different from,
business acumen). Awareness of our acumen allows us to understand our natural
talents and overall potential.
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